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BIG BLOCK ASSORTMENT - MODEL AP-4
Motor Guard Corporation
is pleased to introduce a
collection of their popular
Big Block sanding blocks in
an attention grabbing pop-up
counter display - The AP-4
Sanding Block Assortment.
Featuring all six blocks from
the Motor Guard Big Block
collection, the AP-4 assortment makes quick work of the
toughest jobs.
The Big Block line powers up
hand sanding with a strong
AP-4 Big Block Assortment
and comfortable grip. Three
layers of engineered materials
permit just the right degree of flexibility to ensure even pressure over the large, flat sanding surface.
Exclusive radius edges add to the comfort of the block as well as providing a surface for contour sanding.
Big Blocks are designed for use with 2-3/4” PSA rolls or standard abrasive sheets.
Included in the kit are the original Big Blocks, BG6-1 (6-1/2") and BG12-1 (12") with smooth, flat faces and
multi-layer construction. These blocks provide a firm comfortable grip for heavy sanding jobs.
Also included are the BGH6-1 (6-1/2") with its unique hole side which acts like a grater for fast, aggressive
sanding and the BGS6-1 (6-1/2") with a soft outer layer for fine color sanding.
Completing the kit are the hook-faced Big Blocks, BGK6-1 (6-1/2") and BGK12-1 (12") with a unique hook
backing on one side for use with loop sided abrasive sheets.
All Big Blocks are designed to provide even, powerful sanding while eliminating high spots and pressure
points caused by the transfer of finger marks.
The Motor Guard AP-4 Assortment is the latest addition to a full line of refinishing products. From Pulling to
Painting, Motor Guard Corporation has a product for all of your autobody repair and refinishing needs.

Users of these unique Sanding Blocks report reduced paint prep times,
reduced material consumption and increased paint department productivity.
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BG6-1 Standard Big Block (6-1/2”)

BGK6-1 Hook Face Big Block (6-1/2”)

The original Big Block powers up hand sanding with a large sanding surface and a
comfortable grip. For use with 2-3/4” PSA rolls or standard sheets. Ultra-flat face
flexes slightly to conform to curved panels.

All the power and features of the Big Block with a hook face for use with loop
sided abrasive sheets. Quickly and cleanly change sheets for maximum
productivity. Low profile hook for even sanding with no tooth marks.

BGS6-1 Soft Side Big Block (6-1/2”)

BGH6-1 Hole Side Big Block (6-1/2”)

Designed for fine sanding and color sanding on large areas this Big Block has a
soft outer layer. The rigid center maintains flatness while preventing the transfer
of finger marks to the finish.

No other block cuts as fast. The unique hole-side acts like a grater and provides
for aggressive cutting action and high productivity. The soft center provides
for a powerful finger grip.

BG12-1 Standard Big Block (12”)

BGK12-1 Hook Face Big Block (12”)

Multi-layer construction and a smooth flat face, this is the original Big Block in a
longer length for two-handed power blocking on large panels. For use with 2-3/4’’
PSA rolls or standard sheets.

A hook faced Big Block in a longer length for two-handed sanding. No other
hook and loop block flexes like the Big Block to conform to slightly curved
panels. This allows for perfect finishing with no pressure points.

NewRIGID SANDING BLOCKS
FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE BLOCKING
Motor Guard has developed three new Ultra-Rigid Big Block
models for fast and aggressive blocking. Engineered from
super-dense yet light-weight materials, these new sanding
blocks provide just the right amount of flex to conform to
body panels and slight contours. Ultra-flat faces
result in fast and flawless finishes.

BGR-1 RIGID
BIG BLOCK (1-1/2” x 11’’)
Create the ultimate blocking bar by wrapping an abrasive sheet
around this narrow, rigid block. Just the right width for power blocking
in small areas, this block flexes slightly to follow contours.

BGR6-1 RIGID
BIG BLOCK (5-1/2”)
An ultra-flat super rigid block for use with
2-3/4” PSA rolls or half-sheets with no waste.
Finger recesses on the sides allow for a firm yet
powerful grip while tackling the toughest jobs.

BGR12-1 RIGID
BIG BLOCK (11”)
For aggressive, two-handed blocking, this long, rigid sanding
block is unequaled. Use with 2-3/4” PSA rolls or full sheets
with no waste. Power block large areas with ease.

From Pulling to Painting, Motor Guard Corporation has a product for all of your autobody repair and refinishing needs.
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